
What Is a Conjunction? 

A conjunction is the glue that holds words, phrases and clauses (both dependent and 

independent) together. There are three different kinds of conjunctions -- coordinating, 

subordinating, and correlative -- each serving its own, distinct purpose, but all working to bring 

words together. 

Thanks to conjunctions, we don't have to write short, choppy sentences. We can extend our lines 

with simple words like "and" or "but" and perhaps a comma or two. What is a conjunction? It's a 

joiner and so much more. Review the examples below and then download the handy chart as a 

reminder of each type of conjunction, its definition, and examples. 

What Is a Coordinating Conjunction? 

Coordinating conjunctions are what come to most people's minds when they hear the word 

"conjunction." Coordinating conjunctions join two or more sentences, main clauses, words, or 

other parts of speech which are of the same syntactic importance. Also known as coordinators, 

coordinating conjunctions are used to give equal emphasis to a pair of main clauses.. There are 

seven of them, and they're easy to remember if you can just think of the acronym "FANBOYS." 

For - Explains reason or purpose (just like "because") 

And - Adds one thing to another 

Nor - Used to present an alternative negative idea to an already stated negative idea 

But - Shows contrast 

Or - Presents an alternative or a choice 

Yet - Introduces a contrasting idea that follows the preceding idea logically 

So - Indicates effect, result or consequence 

Coordinating Conjunctions Used in Sentences 

Here are some example sentences using the seven coordinating conjunctions: 

I go to the park every Sunday, for I love to watch the ducks on the lake. 

I watch the ducks on the lake and the shirtless men playing soccer. 

I don't go for the fresh air nor for the ducks; I just like soccer. 

Soccer is entertaining in winter, but it's better in the heat of summer. 

The men play on two teams: shirts or skins. 

I always take a book to read, yet I never seem to turn a single page. 



Coordinating Conjunction Rules 

As there are only seven of these words, there are just a few rules for using coordinating 

conjunctions correctly: 

Coordinating conjunctions always connect phrases, words, and clauses. For example: This batch 

of mushroom stew is savory and delicious. 

Some instructors warn that starting a sentence with a coordinating conjunction is incorrect. 

Mostly, this is because they are attempting to help prevent you from writing fragments rather 

than complete sentences; sometimes though, it’s just a personal preference. The fact is, you can 

begin sentences with coordinating conjunctions as long as you follow these three rules for doing 

so: 

 Ensure that the coordinating conjunction is immediately followed by a main clause 

 Don’t use coordinating conjunctions to begin all of your sentences. Do so only when it 

makes your writing more effective. 

 Although commas typically follow coordinating conjunctions used in areas other than the 

beginning of a sentence, they should not be used after coordinating conjunctions used to 

open sentences unless an interrupter immediately follows.   

Examples of Coordinating Conjunctions 

In the following examples, the coordinating conjunctions have been italicized for easy 

identification. 

You can eat your cake with a spoon or fork. 

My dog enjoys being bathed but hates getting his nails trimmed. 

Bill refuses to eat peas, nor will he touch carrots. 

I hate to waste a drop of gas, for it is very expensive these days. 

What Is a Subordinating Conjunction? 

A subordinating conjunction always introduces a dependent clause, tying it to an independent 

clause. A dependent clause is a group of words that cannot stand alone as a complete sentence. 

An independent clause, by contrast, can stand alone as a complete sentence. 

Unlike coordinating conjunctions, subordinate conjunctions can often come first in a sentence. 

This is because of the nature of the relationship between the dependent and the independent 

clause. 

In English, there are lots of subordinating conjunctions. Here are the most common examples: 



Although As  Because  

Before How If  

Once Since Then  

That Though until 

When Whenever Where 

Whether While why 

 

Examples of Subordinating Conjunctions in a Sentence 

Here are some example sentences utilizing several subordinating conjunctions: 

Because of him, I learned how to start my own business. 

Everything will fall into place if you start at the beginning, 

Until you try, you'll never know. 

I add a new entry to my gratitude journal when I wake in the morning, 

As I write this letter, I know I must say goodbye. 

Life's been so happy since I moved to Chile. 

What Are Correlative Conjunctions? 

Correlative conjunctions are tag-team conjunctions. They come in pairs, and you have to use 

both of them in different places in a sentence to make them work. These conjunctions work 

together (co-) and relate one sentence to another. Correlative conjunctions connect two equal 

grammatical terms. So, if a noun follows "both," then a noun should also follow "and." 

Common pairs include: 

both/and               whether/or 

either/or                neither/nor 

not/but                  not only/but also 

Example Sentences Using Correlative Conjunctions 

To best understand how to use correlative conjunctions correctly, study these sentence examples: 

I want either the pink sofa or the purple one. 

I'll study both English literature and art history. 

I didn't know whether you'd want milk or cream, so I grabbed both. 



Why do you want to visit neither Ireland nor Scotland? 

I took not only the pink sofa but also the Tiffany lamp. 

Not the cheeseburger for me, but definitely the fries. 
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Buddhism 

Buddhis  is a faith that was fou ded by “iddhartha Gauta a the Buddha  ore tha  2,500 years 
ago in India. With about 470 million followers, scholars consider Buddhism one of the major world 

religions. Its practice has historically been most prominent in East and Southeast Asia, but its 

influence is growing in the West. Many Buddhist ideas and philosophies overlap with those of other 

faiths. 

Buddhism Beliefs 

Some key Buddhism beliefs include: 

 Followers of Buddhism don’t acknowledge a supreme god or deity. They instead focus 

on achieving enlightenment—a state of inner peace and wisdom. When followers 

reach this spiritual echelon, they’re said to have experienced nirvana. 
 The religion’s founder, Buddha, is considered an extraordinary man, but not a god. 

The word Buddha means “enlightened.” 

 The path to enlightenment is attained by utilizing morality, meditation and wisdom. 

Buddhists often meditate because they believe it helps awaken truth. 

 There are many philosophies and interpretations within Buddhism, making it a tolerant 

and evolving religion. 

 Some scholars don’t recognize Buddhism as an organized religion, but rather, a “way 
of life” or a “spiritual tradition.” 

 Buddhism encourages its people to avoid self-indulgence but also self-denial. 

 Buddha’s most important teachings, known as The Four Noble Truths, are essential to 
understanding the religion. 

 Buddhists embrace the concepts of karma (the law of cause and effect) and 

reincarnation (the continuous cycle of rebirth). 

 Followers of Buddhism can worship in temples or in their own homes. 

 Buddhist monks, or bhikkhus, follow a strict code of conduct, which includes 

celibacy. 

 There is no single Buddhist symbol, but a number of images have evolved that 

represent Buddhist beliefs, including the lotus flower, the eight-spoked dharma wheel, 

the Bodhi tree and the swastika (an ancient symbol whose name means "well-being" 

or "good fortune" in Sanskrit).  

Types of Buddhism  

https://www.history.com/news/eight-unusual-good-luck-charms


Today, many forms of Buddhism exist around the world. The three main types that represent 

specific geographical areas include: 

 Theravada Buddhism: Prevalent in Thailand, Sri Lanka, Cambodia, Laos and Burma 

 Mahayana Buddhism: Prevalent in China, Japan, Taiwan, Korea, Singapore and 

Vietnam 

 Tibetan Buddhism: Prevalent in Tibet, Nepal, Mongolia, Bhutan, and parts of Russia 

and northern India 

 

Each of these types reveres certain texts and has slightly different interpretations of Buddha’s 
teachings. There are also several subsects of Buddhism, including Zen Buddhism and Nirvana 

Buddhism. 

Dharma 

Buddha’s teachings are known as “dharma.” He taught that wisdom, kindness, patience, 
generosity and compassion were important virtues. 

Specifically, all Buddhists live by five moral precepts, which prohibit: 

 Killing living things 

 Taking what is not given 

 Sexual misconduct 

 Lying 

 Using drugs or alcohol 

Four Noble Truths  

The Four Noble Truths, which Buddha taught, are: 

 The truth of suffering (dukkha) 

 The truth of the cause of suffering (samudaya) 

 The truth of the end of suffering (nirhodha) 

 The truth of the path that frees us from suffering (magga) 

Collectively, these principles explain why humans hurt and how to overcome suffering. 
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The Challenges of Translating the Quran 

The Quran (القرآن الكريم) is the central religious text of Islam. Muslims believe Allah gradually 

revealed the Quran to the Prophet Muhammad through the angel Gabriel over approximately 

23 years, beginning in 609 CE. For the nearly two billion Muslims across the world, the 

Quran is considered the most important religious reference. 

Due to the sacred nature of the Quran, all translation attempts are considered interpretations of 

the meanings, rather than an actual translation of the holy text. 

To understand the importance of Quran translations, it is worth mentioning that only 20% of 

Muslims are Arabic speakers. The majority of Muslims across the world depend on a 

translation to understand the Quran. The Quran is now translated into most African, Asian and 

European languages. 

The Quran is written in a highly symbolic and classical form of the Arabic language, so 

translating it requires a profound understanding of its meanings and an ability to reflect those 

meanings into the target language. 

The challenges of translating the Quran include: 

 Arabic words can have a variety of different meanings depending on context and the 

didactical symbols can change the meaning of a word significantly. 

 The Quran should only be recited in Arabic during prayers, so the translation should 

be accompanied by a transliteration. 

 The Quran is written in Classical Arabic, which is different from the Modern Standard 

Arabic that is used today. The structure and some words have changed over time. 

Therefore, it is not just the work of a single translator and it cannot be done by any 

native Arabic speaker. It requires a full committee of Islamic scholars who have great 

mastery of the Classical Arabic language, Islamic studies and the target language. 

 The Quran has to be interpreted in light of the historical circumstances of the early 

Muslim society when the Quran was revealed. 

 The Quran and Hadith are deeply related, so scholars attempting to translate the Quran 

should be fully aware of the Hadith and Sirah, which are the sayings and narrations of 

Prophet Muhammad’s life reported after his death. There are some verses that can be 
understood completely because of the Hadith. 

In history, the first attempt to translate the Quran was in the 7th century by Salman Al Farsi, 

who translated the first verse into Persian. Then in the 10th and 12th centuries, Persian Islamic 

scholars completed the Quran translations into Persian. The translation efforts continued from 

then and by 2010, there were translations in 112 languages. Unfortunately, not all of these 

translations are accredited, as some of them were done by non-Muslims and non-native 



Arabic speakers. But there are distinguished efforts done by Muslim organizations in many 

countries, which ensure that it is translated, revised and edited by a committee of highly 

selective Muslim scholars. 

Written By: Ahmed Mossad El-Saba july 2017 
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The fourth pillar of Islam : Fasting Ramadan. 

What is fasting Ramadan ? 

Starting by explaining what is Ramadan ? Ramadan in Islam, the ninth month of 

the Muslim calendar and the holy month of fasting. It begins and ends with the 

appearance of the new moon. 

 Generally speaking, fasting Ramadan is one of the five pillars of Islam. It’s an 
intermittent fasting that extends every day from dawn till sunset during one 

month per lunar year. This holy fasting remains largely followed by Muslims 

and it has a significant social and economic implications and therefore a new 

rhythm of life that mainly affects eating habits, sleep and work schedules. 

In a religious context , Allah S.W.T said : for you as it was prescribed for those 

before you so that you may achieve Taqwaa (righteousness, God-fearing)." 

[Surat Al-Baqarah, verse 183]  

The prophet Muhammad ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص said, "Whoever observes the fast during the month of 

Ramadan, (while) believing in Allaah and seeking His rewards, will have his 

past sins forgiven." [Reported by Imaams Bukhaari, Muslim and others]  

The Essential Elements Of The Fast : 

There are two essentials elements for your fast to be valid and accepted. They 

are:  

Intention 

You must have the intention to fast before fajr (dawn) every night during 

the month of Ramadan. The intention does not need to be spoken, because 

in reality it is an act of the heart, which does not involve the tongue. It 

will be fulfilled by one's intention from the heart to fast out of obedience 

to Allaah هلالج لج seeking His pleasure. 

 

Abstaining from acts that nullify the Fast 

The second essential element for your fast to be accepted is that you 

abstain from the acts that nullify the fast from dawn to sunset.  

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Islam
https://www.britannica.com/science/month
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Muslim-calendar
https://www.britannica.com/topic/fasting
http://quran.com/2/183


If you maintain these two essential elements during fasting, then your fast will 

be valid and accepted.  

 

Six Actions That Invalidate Or Nullify The Fast 

All scholars have agreed that the following acts will invalidate the fast. They 

are:  

Intentional Eating or Drinking 

If someone eats or drinks due to forgetfulness, a mistake, or coercion, 

then his fast is still valid and should continue to fast. If you choose to eat 

or drink, for any reason, then your fast will become invalid.  

Intentional Vomiting 

If one is overcome by the urge to vomit, and vomits unintentionally, then 

he should continue to fast. If someone chooses to vomit, for any reason, 

then his fast will become invalid.  

Intentional Sexual Intercourse 

If one has sexual intercourse while fasting, then he must perform 

kaffaarah, expiation of the sin. (Fasting continuously for sixty days or if 

unable then one should feed sixty poor people). 

Menstrual or Childbirth Bleeding 

The fast becomes invalid during menstrual or post-childbirth bleeding. 

Even if such bleeding begins just before sunset, the fast of that day is 

invalid and the day must be made up at a later time. 

Recommended Acts During Ramadan  

There are some acts that are recommended, and if you practice them, you will 

gain more rewards from Allaah هلالج لج such as:  

 Having suhuur (pre-dawn meal) and delaying it until just before fajr 

(dawn) time.  

 We should also hurry to break the fast at sunset.  

 Another recommended act is that we break the fast by eating an odd 

number of fresh or dry dates, and if those are not available, then having 

a drink of water would be sufficient.  

 pray taraaweeh daily  

 Study Quaran, trying to understand it deeply. 

 



 

 

 

 

 


